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S

The Reference' and the Need

Soros for this paper include theories and practices zoncer-ed with

the need for or the building of organizational links and channels by setting

up collaborative relationships between the Federaloand state governments,

university and teacher-training institutions, the local schools, the commun-

ity, teachers and their professional associations and students.

These channels, as I envision, mould be two way, correlating service,

knowledge and information, communication and dissemination, research and

development, all phases of educational personnel training, curricula devel-

opment and adoption, products and materials.

The premise-rallnglepronged,imposed efforts of educational development

are futile. Filtering down, they-diffUse;to soraste,:of time, money and resources..

Seventeen years of teaching -in public schools;_every_gracie K-12, one-

room rural to inner city schools and nearly every subject have worn a deep

groove in the "If OnJ$ I Had a Way" sound traclor-a way to find out, to get

help, to understand, to learn more, to-talk to or to help_someone else.

Of course, there are journals, magazines, courses, organizations--often so
O

specialized, not-easily accessible, irrelevant or unconcerned with the actual

'cork of the classroomor so time-consuming and comprehensive that a cost/

benefit analysis causes the effort to stop or become.casual and noncomAital.

And, too, a teadher_who is committed to milking a difference to his pupils,

finds little time and energy left to become an education joiner, leader or

organizer for change. Often, these teachers are viewed suspfbiously by their

compatriots. And, one hears, "1 wonder what the kids are getting while he's

empire building".

Committed, conscientious education personnel often beCome the most

isolated because their pupils and their schools fill most of their world.
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But,' these peuple, if convinced that they could "help their kids better"

through involvement in an easily-acceSsible service, information, dissemin-

ation and training mechanism, would be there:

Niave gratification waxed strong0hen words like "teacher power", "teacher

potential and under utilization ", "teacher and ,school involvement a must ",

"education reform accomplished only try the people who know the schOols and

pupils the best" provided the unif theile through every theory and prac-

tice Teport.

Indeed, setting up collaborative links for teacher-training, dissemin-,

ation and utilization of knowledge-and field-agent servicing were being studied,

discussed and tried. The need for teacher/school service is recognized; but

the project met small Success because the service age* lacked ille,necessary

support mechanisms to be all things to all people. Many are single-pronged,

imposed efforts paying lip-service to teacher-involvement. Some renewal and

training efforts are sandwiched between serving disadvantaged children and

changing teacher methods. One conference where teachers were brought in to

"brainstorm" about their needs was noted., One paper noted how difficult it

is/was to involve local teachers and schcols in education reform and improvment.

-.If commitment and dedication to'nake things better has to come from the

people who are to be changed, improved or trained, then mechanisms first must

be instituted for that to happen. First things have to come first. Crisis- '

oriented haste to make something happerf must give way to comprehensive planning.

Building effective twoway collaborative links between all subsystems

comprising the education enterprise is necessary before significant reform
- a

will occur. And mechanisms for assessing needs, serving, training, communi.

eating, and evaluating must be implemerited "where the action is" by the people

involved with the action.



The Learning Center model proposed ir this-pallor might be the vehicle

for education development, innovat4on and reform. It would join together
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Education is best, with-Critical problems ...where 1.10 tre going and what
'/ :

we're doing andjanit igetre going to do it- But, r.j contention is that we can-

not begin to solve theSe problems, even analyze them effectively, until we-

institute mechanisms for members of the education community to talk, plan and

work together. This must be a "bottom up" effort utilizing the vast human,

resources in education.

Once out of the cottage-industry stage, we can focus collaborating ex-

pertise rw3ources on solutions to problems strangling the efforts now.

The I,earaing Center model proposed in this paper does,this.- It takes

the splintered efforts of the state, research institutions,,teacher-training

institutions, the schools, educational practitioners and the comrnnity and

melds them into a collaborating mechanism which reinforces and comblemente the

efforts of each: It links and utilizes the largest and most'potentilly-

!hi segment of the education enterprise...the education practitioner.

A systems approach has been used to aiiimi,the needs of the education

process and the pitrposes and roles of the members of the learning community.

Thesexoles have been interfaced and overlapped in the Learning Center moddi.

so thhy complement and reinforce each other., How the' components of the.model

influence and change each other Sias bezatevaluated. Premises, assumptions
O

and constraints have been delineated. These hav-3 been used to establinh ob4--

jectives for the Learning Center and its components. Feedback,and monitoring

are crucial aspects of the Learning Center model. for .both evaluation and

adaptation.of objectives and functions.

The Learning Center would join together people, talents and resources

with a common purpose...educational development.



ILLETErEhous mass:

,People speak glibly., profoundly,, expertly,, accusingly. They Mislead

each other. Yes, education is the bigggst enterprise in the United States

with a blidgetaptroachingene.bundredlyllion dollars a year. Yes, the

,''school. n. Indust` makes up six to seven peroent of the national economy--

up from three percent thirty
years ago.(Boulding, p.129) And both eduCators

end the public build a General Motors image in their minds. Anguish and

analysis follow change efforts one after the other. Educators continue to

mislead when they rationalize away the notorious'lack of productivity with

the %ft and, craft" nistique of teaching.

Education is not an enterprise or an industry...it is thousands of small

Icottagejndustries headed by senor-autonomous school boards with thousands of

other "feeder" institutions. Nearly all work with, little knowledge of, oWncern

for or collaboration with each other. They may even be working at cross pur-

pose*. Soleducation cannot be. considered a collective; enterprise in the sense

that there are common goals and collabora;:i4;t; links or channels, No wonder

that "top-down". innovations- or change efforts fail. They are dis0Mrteltefbre

they get anywhere. Because there, are so few collaborative links betecen members`

and institutions participating, in the education enterprise, the whole splintered

effort is redused...0 the'detriment and waste of the learner.
.

The .scope and complexity of the education enterprise is so massive and

incoherent that it joist lie organised, not re'- argent d, from the bottom -up,..

wt from the top-dawn. Or human resources, effort, time and niney

-taste away to mediocrity.

Building a setting of need for Local earning Centers is difficult, not

bedause the need is not overwtelmingf1Mxt bewiuse the nunber of educators axed

layaen eachdiectussing some ph -='-of the needs iseo great that the mountain

of evidence booboos a maasive collating problem.
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Some of education's leaders and critics are talking about needs of

:education management, some curriculum, some finance, some systems analysis, J

some the learner, some the teacher, some teacher- training. Other:3 are dis-

cussing needs for innovation, change, refoimplinfornation'ama disseninatlon,

research and development; service, accountability, differentiated staffing,

specific objectives.. Nost'of these people take their paztjicular analysis and

emphasis of eftcational need out of context from -the whole real school world

and exaggerate their perspective.'

Education change ,gents are trying to build colltborative links between

participants in the educatioh enterprise between teacher-training institutions

and the schools- Teacher Training Complexes(fask Force 72). Others are exam-

ining resource and dissemination links(Havelock). And others are working at

service to schools and teichers.(Iewis) Most of education'] leaders are dis-

C-u-s-elit-the need and urgency for involving education personnel in the averhall

.effort, but 99% of the persons making practical attempts to build links are

not doing so. Worse, they continue to pay lip service to the effort.

Building single links rather than a network of collaborative links will

be like using a thread to anchor a ship. In addition, it will have little

impact(soon dissipated), distort the perspective and overstate its "case".

Is changing the nsystenibeing studied and urged? Yes.

Destru otive role of the non- :

Thoughtful. people are ufting drastic reform and questioning the social

and, economic organisation of the entire'Process. To a smm4 fionieoation's

leaders to the bewildered men on the street, everyone wants to Chang °MC-

thing,?..n the_ rigid, amorphous mass called the "public, education system

Education is the ;most labor-intensive enterpriee._in the: country. Yet, alt est

no one,:including the teachers, believes the service is adequate.

3
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I els for changing the system alwdys stop short of thelmIschool

board. Fear of impinging on or corrupting local control lets thousands of

local school 1i:ds'continue the education effort with little direction,-
suppott or aid...perpetuatinvthe,Cottage indastrb Admittedln a few are

houseiltagether and loosely correlated for financial and4dministrative

'expediency.' If these vast financial and hamian.resoufees could be marshalled

with systematic complexity rather tWin amorphous complexity, local control arc

participation could be exploited to magnify the effort. With. a network of

collaborating, clearly-defined channels to work throughs local control could

be effective...to the advantage of the learner. The present =is is like a

hard, dry sponge, soaking up more and more human and economicresouroes with

few observable effects. Droplets from "above" in the form of innovations,

moneys curriculum efforts, training disaPpear When they hit the sponge. POrce

exerted on the sponge by,pressure-grbups,'Ohange agentS'or national emergencies

has little impact.'

The major forces in the education-universe operate with little or no

effective concern for each othv.(Ioughary) "Education must focus on the

/ relationship of things within the education systemy between levels and internal

working parts and between the education system and the. environment."{Coembs,p.166)

Future development oredueation systems must not be sporsic and uncoordinated.

They must stop the duplication of effort.(Loughary)

Noi surPrisinglys more thought4. Paople find big holes in the sponge.

There are no institutional linking/mechanisms between governments research and

training institutions, schools, education personnel and the local community.

Education lacks,closely-linked agencies. They need reconciling of pprosches

0

andproductss testing-to demonstrate lffectas inthsion of new knowledge and

modification of products ands to use these in the real-world education

system.(Ward)



There are no strong links/between education, research and the.practi-

tioner.(Ward) The prime task of knowledge utilization is to link research,

development, practice 'and user subsyetems.(Havelock) Education mast bui7d
d

--I-Organization links to facilitate the flow of knowledge into practice; they,
. .

. mast accelerate education improvement through the activities of a catalyst
-

organization.(Ward) Because much of the educational research is done out of

Context, it had little value for the real-school world. Education'needs an

infusion system where new ideas and innovations based on research can be

tested and implemented.

Education needs a better manpower delivery syetei(Smith4 B..)' They mast

must modernize education, lanagement.(Coombs> After teacher»training .insti-

tutions fill the trainee with concepts and theory, theres no effective

mechanimuwackaupports him or aids his skill 'development, while he's learning

-how to teach.

There are no processes and mechanisms in educatiodfor continuing: Feedback,

modification or adaptation. There is no quality contra. The present system
.

militates against produotivity. There is no reward for doing things better.

-

.Eb-effective vehicle exists -for education-personnel to share expgrienoes

and pool what they do know. They need to work tbgether to accalemte ana

improve the education process. There is no service mechanism for the prazti-

tioner or school which can provide diagnotic.or consulting advise when_they

need it where they-need it.

Education has no mechanism for keeping abreast-of desirable ways to

progress and change, 111ey need to collect, store andl distribute information.

(Smith, R.) The practitioner in the local schools must be meaningfully re-
,

lated to outside sources of knowledge. Education improvement depends on an

adequate,dgfitsion mechanism. (00a &Mark, p.0



Education'has no mechanism for orikinating, disseminating andim.lAaAng

innovations.(Ward) It spends relatively po money on planning,, research and

development. Education personnel have nekeffective decision-making tools

for evllnating innovations. As a consequence of the highly decentralized

governirig and financing, it takes twenty years to incorporate education ohanao.

There is no mechanism for accelerating the process unless we caikfina ways

to get education practiti4bers, the commnnity, ani schools linked to knowledge-

building and pioduct-developing agencies. 6

The education enterprise is not "tooled ups for char, Let's review a

few efforts.to change education processes. 'The Federal government has spent

& hundred million dollars developing new science and math curricula, with

soWadditional effort to change teacher's methods,and advancer their Profes-

sional development. 'The Office of Education is spending-nearly seventy-five

million per.year to improve education program', facilities, nethods'agd to

fund analytic task forces. A statement from MAO, an ERIC Center newsletter/
summarizing research on, the effectiveness of individualized proceduris in

the new secondary math curriculum suns up the whole massive effort exquisitely.

"Various types of procedures which attempted:to indtvidualize instruction
in various ways for various groups of students were studied. .Becaus6 of
the variability, it is difficult to make any generalisations."(/ L, No;2, p.1)

,

You may sUbstitute.anorb -all of the efforts for the-word "instruction!" and.

leisubstitute to or for' who what for the word "student"....and you have said
/

the whole thing over and over again.

Faith, not results, has kept the money and the human resources pouring

down. Andes the results titer in, *the emphasis of change ehifti. Plani-

center around crisis responses, not long-range developing.

We've come through the grand curriculum efforts.of the 50's and 60:s...

first science, then foreign languages, then math, then English, then social

studies 'Classrooms, storerooms and teachers were soon chock full with
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facilitles% gadgets and methods. But, if these efforts made the vat clans

-elf-conscious,
aware of its need to change things, it marstilloe ':orth

:coney andthe effOrt. Rut, has it beCome ready to change itself?

T.he curriculum efforts did not stop, but the emphasis switched tc

:.qual Opportunity...Head Start, Advance, Rocket. Villions poured do:;no

Levglop and implement,programs
for the disadvantaged and culturallydeprived

-..earner. These social schemes appealed to neaarevery American; bit, they

aanit make "significant differences" in learning. And learning is sur203.ed

to be the business
-education is in: The Right-to-Read programs switched

.-
emph:sls slightly, t9t, kept-the spotlight focused on the disadvantaged, bnause.

tat' o ',there the money. was. It has done little except organize.

The major impact cf all these efforts has been-the appalling failure acid

difficulty of changing teachers' methods. All kinds. of "teacher - proof" products

have been proliferating
the.educatitInrmu4art. They-haven't worked either; the

;

only was to the learner is through the teacher. The inadequacy and incompetency

of the teachenianow taking its turn at receiving the onflagging'efforts at
4*

improvement. Performance-contracting efforts crept in fir a brief try. Teachqr

Training Complexes (Cohen & Sehmeider reports) and education renemal(in-serviec

tmin!ng) are the new watchwords.

Three encouraging factors are surfacing with this effort: Change cannot

be imposed; it requires the motivation, involvement and participation of the

leople involved-; Second, no one can do it alone; all the splintered efforts

of the education enterprise must collaborattrili6 a common purpose. Third,

channels will haveto be, opened and links'estahlished,;:to
effect any difference.

ihe most critical factor is the involvement and collaboration of education

personnel in their own professional destirgi..-- It is being innundated with lir)

service, but little action.

=
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interest bean to dovel6p in stu dra=,t e. itself.

to the value of their

throi.41 the opted 3
they were 3::).1. Ay

Ward in "The Eduea-

:reasons why innovations
!Anal Catalyst: An Imperative for Today,' efferi

failed. *reheats oversell their products: Teiali14e$ do not resist inno-

-:ttion3. loconds inesatraticno do pro -4- he orderly And-10041i and ol as:1n=
.ri" tie preoccupied with et wnere the teacher is the reacrd-kecner,

--;10 "ilic-rarevir and the timerkeeper.. Third, educators are not d 1_.11umers,

were they 'involved in assessing the needs.planning and developing

or in evaluating and modifying, them. may be the major reason
4 -4,7val-= made little difference.

cation scholars and researchera began to make models for promul-
((i 4bas OiesertitraireloCk,) (Resort in developing logical steps

renewal model .brings up. the-increasing pressure to change the edu-

COO: is Sixt, he states,- to reform we vast know,lsow to institute change.
i 1R causation mat asseelerate i rovement and. reform through

there "wet -be ,interaction, between education
0. I irelaok in Planning for *Innovation main-

ky foisus oh e on the structure. Re ditieusges

(1130gei=Ahe-repitaroh, develctosent and diffusior- model; the social-.
And the problesi-solver model. (Should- they, or can they be

t) HaVelcu stresses that in models for change:

t o o OUtaide ,reeS of informetioe and- ideas
-interjeitioli*Iget relevant helplet the resource-, system

-reeteitile.te the rheed4eductien

developing solutions, then

city -and collaboration
riesourise person by

,
as the university

1
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A planning and development council has bee4 suggested to increase partici-

pation, commitment and responsibility in education and to facilitate the
t.

development of education policies.(Iarson)

Education appears to have mechanismsfor doing very little except remain-

ing static and rigid. Education's non-systems and its failures have precipi-

tated the need for developing models for change. But, we must be careful to

keep the'foousing on the education enterprise and the education process itself.

Piecemeal improvements or changes--imposed, infused, aimed at one sector

of udents, teachers, schools or programs shpuld no longer be contemplated''

or tolerated. Paul Alper sums up the situation-when he states that short-

term crisis solutions imposed on various segments of the edu tion complex

must be replaced by long-term planning for innovation.

A model for change must provide good results in\the real system. And, at

this point most of the statements about changes the "system" needs or what it

lacks are truisms. It is time to begin developinandAmplementing practical,

working modelsWhich can be tried, evaluated and modified.

Bore-thoughtful persons are stUaring the roles and the neear of various

sectors of the education enterpriserhoirt4ey can complement and reinforce

Whether, how they could/and do not collaborate.

The role of sta4.goveEnnent in education:

The MACE Report sponsored by the Ekssachusetts Advisory Council on Edu-

cation emphasized that the state has the constitutional authority and the

responsibility to: seize the initiative in eftcation improvement.(Qibson) The

state must accept, not abdicate, it responsibility for assuring quality edu-

*Alen. Its role must include more than enforcing regulations and channeling

Federal -binds.
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RACE Report coincides with what many-of eddcationlz decision-makero are

-;aving about the state's role. The state must:

provide diverSity in leadership.

provide organization and support.
provide financial support.

set minimum standards and quality control.
mitablish long-range planning.
conduct and cooperate.in research.
stimulate innovation.
assist in evaluating results.
develop good information 'systems.

provide incentives for excellence.

k report on cooperative teacher education centers between'the state department

of education, teacher-training institutions and the schools in Maryland stresses

the need-to involve the state in teacher edu tion.(3ehling) The statels role

as a leader, partner in change, advisor, arbit tor, catalyst and facilitator

is essential to effective improvement. The Dela state department has co-

operated wi +ti colleges, universities and the sch s and community to effect

and institutionalizechange in Science education though a systems approach.

(iUrnell, p,37) Traditionally, the only role of the s =to in curriculum w46

to control and regulate the books used.

Some,states-like..Oregen4 Texas ardliisconsin,are:-eollaborat th

training institutions and,sehools-to -set .up ,training complexes.with semi

components.Obbsefidig4 Task Force '72) A few states are beginning to perdetre

a strong participating role, while others are letting the Federal Office of

Education and training institutions institute training efforts with the schools.

South Carolina, Utahand Oregon have piloted educational field agent projects,

with a service and.resouroe role.(Pbliakoff, p.23) Others, like Massachusetts

and Michigan are reconsidering their regulatory role with studies on differ-
,

entialcertification. More are becoming aware-of their leadership fUnction

to:provide their schools with clearly stated goals and specific objectives.

The-MACE Report stresses the state's role in consolidating and coordinating
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the efforts of the education subsystems within the state and to focus them

on the learner. They must also utilize all the humanresources in their

education enterprise.

Many are taking the state's role apart and setting up models and projects

for fulfilling some segment of that.role. We must take all the state's res-

ponsibilities and correlate them into one effective, cohesive system which

will allow its roles to reinforce each other. The state has the responsibility

and.the authority to insure the maintenance and support of a structure which

ill provide equal and quality education services for each pupil in every

public school.

The role of local schools in education:

The schools lack the same mechanisms and collaborative vehicles the larger

enterprise does. But, it is they who stand on. the "firing They have

been rather ineffective pawns in the improvement movement. They bear the brunt

of community wrath. They reap the frustration, fUtility and isolation of the'

teacher. And they are guilty when the pupil does not learn.

local schools themselves rust become equipped with the means for educa-

tional development. The process of planningvinnovation and evaluation must

become institutionalized. We must develop the methodology and mechanisms for

designing local education change...but the major responsibility for change

belongs to local educators. Educators must develop a capability for research

and development programs.

Simmonds and St. Lawrence identify externally-imposed change without

regard for specific local needs as a critical weakness in designing local

education changes. They- point out that change through an external agent mar

be adopted but not adapted. CooMbe supports this ,.statement. "If' proposed

innavat4ons come into a. system primarily from an outside. source, they.may to

politely received, but then quietly shelved.",(0oorbs, p.167)
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Local schools have a responsibility to actively participate in traininL:

potential teachers. They gain the most when they hire a competent, well-

trained,tiaeher, the training institution has been pvid and today that'teacher

is paid the same as an ineffective ore. They have a responsibility to their

pupil's -and the community to maintain and improve the skills of their staff.

Schools must institute monitoring and quality control processes for all

phases of their operations and their personnel.
15

They are directly responsible to the community and the learner for pro-

viding quality education services.

The NACE.Reporb quotes John Gardiner, New York Commissioner of Education,

who_ contends that within twenty-fpre years(from 1967) educational facilities

will need to be deSigned and remodeled to permit flexibility for changing

curriculum patterns and personal mobility.(Gibson) Couple that with the in-

crease in knowledge, technology; techniques, differential staffing and indi-

vidualized learning and one must conclude that every local school must be

"tooled up" for changing. They must be leaders' in their own educational

development, with extensive support and service meehaniums-

The schools as institutions must collaborate with the state department

o specify olijiatives for their services. They must collaborate

to ensure their personnel the necessary resources, service and support to pro-

vi.1; learners with quality education. The schools must aid researchers and

developers to study the peeds of the learner and to-identify essential factors

in the teaching-learning process. They must help their personnel solve prob-

lems. Their persomnel must have time to,plar4 develop, adapt. and evaluate

prOgrams.

Schools mast Utilize their human resources.' They have the major responsi-

bility to make learning a life-long process,



impotent teacher:-

The limp otenbAeacher cycle perpetuates mediocrity. No one states that

vcaceri the ;err 5t single input into the education enterpriselis

l'-'-

.1rnoten; but, near everyone, including the teacher, implies it. And it .5.

;rue.

Teachers ac' ';...accountability, performance contracting, e-.arrs..
Teachers are conformist, middle-cfrthe.sroad-people who resist change.
Teachers do not have a-chance to be modern, and keep up.(Coombs)
Teachers are tired of being "done to", suspicious and resentful of new pamecs7.
Teachers have little voice in curriculum development, little control and
little responsibility....therefore, little investment in their job.
Teachers need to be working on their own problems.
"Teacherl.proof" products, curricula and materials are the final insult.(Koch)
Teachers are not aware of alternatives.....just advertising.
Teachers are not ix:volved in change...just there to be changed.
Teachers are not teaching what is relevant to students' needs.
Teachers need to be heard more.(Sabine)

Teachers are not given real strategies for measuring or observing what
makes a difference.

Educators stress the influence and importance of the teacher in one

paragraph. They attempt tp move through, around or change him in the next.

Then everyone condemns hiM in the mnenaumben the latest panacea or social

-Change effort does not make a significant difference. It is a vicious cycle.

Teachers take little comfort in the adage "once_ a_teacherralways-CUiCiiiic
_ ..... _ .........

_

only a teacher". They feel they have lov esteem Pv4 receive little reward for

their efforts. According to a stUdy done by Sex - wnni, job satisfaction

focuses on the nature of the work. Dissatisfaction focuses on the conctItiOns

.,surrounding the work.(Ebel, p.1396) Poor teacher morale appears to be con-

nected with work-related oonditions. Achievement, recognition and respondibility

affect job satisfaction....sxdteachea4receive little of these when they do

earn them. Still, most teachers in the Sabine poll would not choose another

profession'the second time round.

The capabilities of our teachers limit the capacity of the education

"system" to sustain, develop and innovate learming.(Clayton) It is the



teacher who works directly with tht learner; no matter what technology is

'evolved. "Devices such as curriculum revision and pupil reassignment that

schools can use to bring about change have less effect than the almost uncon-

trollable, but inf(nitely more important minute -by- minute relationship between

teachers and pupils."(Carnegie quarterly, p.4) Therefore, it ,is the teacher

who must have the skill to control, diagnose, process and assess.

It is the teacher who can explore the relationships between student perform-
,

=ea and other variables affecting learning. "The classroom teacher is prob-

ably the most underutilized resource for change and improvement in American

edncation."(bchaeider, p.1) And, teachers are ane most expensive and impor-

tant input into the labor-intensive education service.

It is the teacher who must be committed to life-long learning for him-'

self first. Teaching is perhapsthe most complex task society has ever set

for man. As such, education personnel must have a system for_knowing and

utilizing the accumulated expertise in humai relations, systematic planning

and the teaching- learning process so they can help the learner effectively.

Teachers and the professional assoications which represent them must

make new demands on theiselves and on the "system" if they are going to

break the "impotent teacher" cycle and participate effectively in the eda-
/

cation enterprise.

1. Thy mist demai active involvement in education decision-making
,ping, in deve2oping and impleneting, and in assessing

needs and evaluating schools, programs, processes.

2. The must demand support and -service fUnctions(infOrmation retrieval
and dissemination, skill development, applied research and detelop-
ment, problem-solving-aid) necessary to work efficiently in the
schools with the learner.

3.. They mast daMAnd performance-based training and a greater range of
concrete learning experiences.

14 They must demand time...to q, to plan,, to innovate, to evaluate.
They must force the "'stem" to recognize,that they must beArrolied
as partners the edification enterprise.
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5. They must set performance standards for education personnel and
take the lead in doing so.

6. Then, they must demand to be held accountable and responsible for
their performance, and set up self-policing policies.

What teachers are saying

Most of the comments listed below were culled from several discussions

with other teachers about the Learning Center and from the Sabine poll of

2900 teachers. If institutions in the learning'community listened to teachers

and were familiar with the real school world, they would find direction for

teacher-training and research. Education personnel can be objective about

what they don't do, can't do or need help to do.

1. help in dealing with learning problems and disruptive students
2. more communication skills, how to talk to kids
3. more involvement in planning and running the school...administrators

don't know what's going on.

4. haw to use teacher aids and volunteers
5. better interpersonal skills, how to motivate and get along with the

kids
6. encouragement and assistance in trying new things
7. skill in asking questions and developing. concepts
8. more skill in knowing what a learner can do, Measured against-what:

he is doing.
9. need to know what they're supposed to accomilish

10. what's new...in learning, materials, curriculum
11. need to get "out from under" the patrolling and clerical work
12. should see the parents of the kids who need help, more parents should

know what goes on in the schools
13. need to get the "do nothing" culled out ofteaching. Over half indicated

yeseatmemt that these people received the same pay for doing nothing.
].h. consistent standards for both teachers and kids. would help evermets

morale.
15: would like to know'whatts going on in other departments, schools, with

other teachers
16. need a sense of humor /;1

17. how to do things, find things for the kids that were good for learning.
and interesting; takes so Much time to hunt down a Awr things

18. no more education courses, take in self-defense to get the raise, but
consider'them a waste of time

It is significant that, not one teacher mentioned the need for more content p/

courses in his subject matter field. Equally interesting were the comments

about education and in-service courses.. The NDE& sponsored study to tollow4up

fi
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summer institutes for teachers indicated there was no- change in teacher

behavior after the program, in other words, the teachers didOt do things

in the classroom differently after thecourse,(Perloff) Howgver,.teachers

most appretiated the opportunity to exchange ideas and share experiences

with other teachers, the staff and specialists.

The proposed Learning Center Moult estblish the mechanism for utilizing

this pool of human resources and talent to control their own professional

destiny and to effect significant learning changes for themselves and their

pupils. They would actively participate in the education process. They .

would be provided with the service and support necessary to function in

increasingly-technological education world. Knowledge is power...and-the

information and the resources would be accessible.
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Role of education personnel in education:

Every person directly involved with the learner must become & partner in

the education enterprise...actively participating in,and committed to educw-

tional development, The James Report for the British Department of Edudation

and Science recommends the involvement of teachers in the whole education

process from participating in pre-service training to sharing in educational

research. Dr. Don Davies, Deputy Commissioner of.BOucation considers the

individual teacher the most important force for meaningful curriculum reform.

(Cohen, Ad Hoc Report)'He states that we'must search fox; new ways to involve

teachers in planning.

Underutilized teacher power to effect educational development must be

released and exploited. And, as Charles Silberman in Crisis in the Classroom

suggests, "because theylre light years ahead of theorists and researchers".

Education trainers, researchers and learning Lneorists cooperating and collabo-

rating with education, personnel and using what they know can accumulate know- f

;ledge of the whple teaching-learning process. "Classroom teachers must become

partners in developing, implementing and evaluating programs that relate to

the teaching-learning process---including teacher training and educatiOn research

and development."(Schmeider, p.2) c.

Teachers are "the agents and implementers of any educ4iona3. enterprise,

the ones who know first whether something will or will not work".(Schmeddeaw.1)

Information and knowledge dp not just filter down and through the.teacher, and

the only way to the child is through the teacher. "Nothing is any use for pupil

learning until teachers know about it, understand it and use it."(Dr. Fletcher

G. Watson) Of all the factors that constitute's school, 'the teacher is the

single most influential.(ModdrIt is the educators in the schools who can make

the school tray effectivean environment in which quality education can take

place."(Cibson, p.34)



Chesler and Barakat report that teacher participltion in the policy-

nakingTrocess of schools leads to less'alientation, greater sharing, of ideas,

possible better teaching and possibly greater 'receptivity' to changq.(Havelock,

Ch. 5, P.5) Individuals, who have control over their own work will be more

committed to and satisfied with functions they are required to perform, as
'ft

welf.as with thefinal product. "The critical variable of teacher change is

choice."(havelocks ch Ii, p.23)

Teachers must identifywith changt,.theedncation process and continuous

education development. "Innovation must fit the need; the user must feel the

need."(Hsvelock, ch 1.4.p.7) Competent teachers may resist change from outsiders

in an attempt to assert their own feeling.(Havelock) "Major changes in education

are the responsibility of the teacher "(Rasik, p.34)

Everyone is "talking" about the strong, collaborative role of teachers in

in the education enterprise and in educational deVelcpment...but there is now

no way to make it happen. °There is no mechanism or vehicle between local

schools and their personnel to collaborate withlamledge-builders, researchers,

teacher-trainers, education's leaders and planners. No integrated services exist

to .provide decision-making alternatives. There ate'no facilities for collabor-
.

ating with research and development efforts. Resources and infOrmation necessary

for evaluating and modifying programs to meet the needs of learners are not

accessible.

The proposed-Learning-Center would effect these channels.

AID
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Meeting the needs of education ersonnel to 'effect educational development:

Providing teachers with interaction and communication links could help

remove one of the most excrutiatingly frustratingf experiences of teaching...

being isolated from knowing what others are doing, being insulated from others'

problems and solutions .and being unable to fit your activities and problems

into the wider perspective of the education process. Sharing experienCes

and exchanging ideas, besides reducing frustrationsi/could Provide teachers.

opportunities to learn from each other.

Communicating with members of the communityc parents and other school

/
personnel could lead to better understandibg of and,confidence in the whole

education\complex.

Teachers have taw readily accessible information and knowledge centers

which could provide them with procedures or guidelines for decision-making.

They seldom have available all data relative to an issue, prob1SM,or a pro-

gram. Random, unevaluated adoption of innovations not specifically adapted

to students' needs must be stopped.(Ward) Education personnel need detailed

assistance and systematic planning for improvement. They must have resources

,

and facilities to meet increased responsibility for research, development and

evaluation.

Education personnel must have open avet6es for seeking alternatites and

solutions: They mast have assistance available when and where they need its
;

assistance that is supportiv,i, knowledgeable and.nonthreatening.

They nee-I to have a readily accessible mechanism for continually upgrading
a

;,heir knowledge and skillsp'to keep abreast of technological changes, and to

evaluate curriculum innovations and research findings. Belying on the few who

;anticipate training, innovating and - evaluating to "spread the word" has

woven ineffective and Is far too haphazard for sdch a complex process.
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"Keeping curren7" st be institutionalized into the education enterprise.

It must pear ne teacher "culture".

Compe people, well-trained and provided with extensive support

systems, develop their own ideas for change and improvement. This will

be th change that makes a significant difference. First, since they most

in mately are aware of pupils' needs, interests and motivations they can

be instrumental in setting priorities, developing specific objectives, and

evaluating:the education process. Next, armed with alternatives and, assistance,

4,

it will be they who try, fail, adapt and try again. NOstamportant., if they

are involved and.committed to the education process, it will have a chance to

succeed...to stand on its own merits;

Coalescing the efforts of over 3,000,000 teachers presents a magnificent

organizational challenge. A network of local Learning Centers with service,'
r

training, resource and dissemination and research and development components

integrated to achieve common goals. Such an organizational link would joini

together people, talents and resources with a common purpese...effective

le.trning.



Future teacher roles and functions:

Before any development of teacher roles or refinement of teacher fUnctions

occur, a few myths perpetuated by the education establishment must be. dispelled.

That teaching is an art is often an educational rationalization for mediocrity.

Another is,that, as an art form, teaching canna be "taught". Unwittingly,

educators neorbv.thing this rationale when they Oa* a twenty -twd year old

.

liberal arts graduate with an education major "TEACHER and let him loose- in

a classroom, This is comparable to letting a first-year intern performrbrain

surgery. He has no real techniquis or' skills for dding his job!. He maybe

filled with theories of learning, but, the class is chaos, with no real lehrnine

going on. Very few teachers are Grandma Noses. Creative teachers need skills.

Skills can be taught. Teachers can learn frqm each other.

The teacher role as an information provider is inefficient and ineffective.

Technology can do it better. The teacher must be less a craftsman and more a

controller and deyeloper of resources for learning.(Ioughery, p.211) A total

concern for pupil learning means. increasing tho ability of the teacher to assist

the lmrner. The teacher must be less of a craftsman and more of a dedision- .

-maker of education.(Leughary)

A single worker called a teacher is no longer qualified to stimulate and

direct'learners. The cognitive load of individualized instruction is"too great

for a single person called a teacher to handle.(Baker) He must have managd-

ment assistance.

.Education personnel need new kinds of competenci.... They oust harness,

r
direct and control the technology of learning. A specialist must be responsible

for designing programs for individual pupils. An. instructional manager must

have skills for decision-meking, planning, synthesizing, connunica.ting and

making resources available. This specialist will require a support tea% a

content-research specialist, a media specialist, a systems'specialist.(Ioughary)



The ruture-tell see-three classes df educational specialists.(Razik)

a.,instniational analysts who identify pupil outcomes and necessary
. eordit4oni for leitning.

b. instructional designeua,who design systems to effect specific
-iiitrilotionnlontOmes.

C. -instructional managers who create and pixintain the etariromnent,
.

I ,learner readiness for learning, peescribil learning ex-
evaluate effectiveness and prescribe new or next
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`'!'he rolelt`e2c1 tiaindeducation:

A Turner and Fattu study states four propositions which have critical

mplications for teacher training:(ei, p.1426)

1. Teaching is a for of problem-solving behavior.

2. Problem-solving- skills are acquired through training and experience.
3. Problem-solving skills may be meaered by performance or sf.:-....dated

teaching tasks.

4. Teachinbtask performance is associated with teacher success.

The capabilities of teachers set parameters for the school and tho learner.

As teaching-becomes more complex, it becomes mandatory that teacher trainers

analyze the competencies in terms of skills necessary tolie-zi teacher. The

education enterprise requires teachers who can promote learning. They must

know how to specify outcomes, how they can be realizedshow to provide cond. -

tams for learning(Razik) and how to know when xtbjeotives have been achieved.

They must understiiind how theory integrates with practice.

Teacher trainers rust find ways competencies -cam be developed and build

an opiirtiOnauy sound-theory of inStruction.(Loughary p.211) They must

analria9leir kinds. of competencies for future teachers An ins: titictiona:1

manag controller and developer of resources f r- lesrning ioughary, p.31)

The teacher will be a receivers consumer and disseminator of preParld materials
and teohnel4igy. Edda, curriculum, systems design and research apecialists

ni0d1,017e'trainedi

.Wcrking with learners requires psycho-periOnaVand socio-cultural,

InterPerScral competence depends on comidunication 'skills, ,group process= skills

and iminSgeMent Skil-ls. 90% of the teaeliers erviewed in the Sabine -p013. of

2700 ifi4Ohers stated-that interperSonal littions training should be A required

course. for-teaching.. 87% of these 'teacherS. said that. teaching 'was itiire art

ggi.ga discuSsed by edtidatiOnertFainifd aPpreaches_ the awesotte end of

emetional.etxrience-than an intelleottiar.oitS.-.
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he apectruma analysis, designs development, evaluations, diagncds, adaptation)

lreseription4 planning, synthsising, decision-making, research, nanaRenrnt,

technical, interpersonal, group-process, etc.

Potential teachers should be more carefully screened, And, they should

be involved in their own educational development. Experiences in the real

school world should be available to them very early in their training so they

can screen, themselves out before thsy have a teaching certificate and nothing

else they can do. Potential teachers are learners, too, and. as such, should

have individually-developed instructional programs,which help meet their slf-
.

4ssesped needs and objectives. They mast be motivated to continuous learning

committed to life-long groith before they can accomplish thin with pupils

in schools. The must develop sustaining initiative to solve their own prob-
,:,,

lens and those of learners. They must be able to develop and plan their °en,

1.deas for change nd improvement.

As learners potential t
5

trainers must systematical

chars mustknoW what theilre expected to do, hCw

to do it, what they're doing and the result doing.(Klirgstedt) Teacher

review with the learner the result! of hid-per-

forMance, the natFe of A e prodUctztind the level of-bis,perform.lnce. Both

he trainer and the t nee must know what they are assessing. Then, when the
A ,_

t'lrainee works in real teaching world he can be held accountable for his,

ierformance. .

l-n-schoO

students

experiences ibr the trainee should include: ease tudies of

Claatjes, rola playing and sinailaii?t4 group process discussions,

iiiiCro-teaphing an4TEEWacticnismalytis. Field experience in the *al school

4hOUldhegin during the first year With observations and work with individual

:3tudenbs, During the four-year period the experiences would include small

and -large.group work, then total classroom experience. Schools 1:4.1st directly

collaborate with teacher training. Supervising teachers Must be ,trained to

work with apPrentice and intern teachers. No trainee graduate should be



.7dumpedn into a classroom on unsuspedting and defenseless pupils. They shculd

serve an internship where they work with a supervising teacher. Together uith

the supervisor,and thartraining institution the intern would evaluate his

competence and performance. A eitisfactory experience would result in a

"teachero'certificate. His certificate would indicate a level of competence.

Teacher trainees also need to learn about the ntools of the trade". They

must have a collection of things to do for specific objectives. They need models,

rules, checklists, guides, tests, diagnostic tools and materials. They should

be able to work in an educational laboratory developing and adapting their own

tools and techniques frau models. Practicing teachers must also have a mechan-

ism for continuing the development of skills, techniques and tools. Education

should be a continuous process, with no sharp distinction between the trainee

and the practitiOner. They must be encouraged to try new techniques and learn

new skills.

Practitioners should identify and assess their own needs and take the

initiative intheir own professional growth. Atter'looking at themselves with

a critical eye, they should analyze performance skills and techniques they need

to learn .They must have more time to be a professional educator. Needs

assessment could become the oore for building in-ierviee programs. In- service

training could beirelated to specific outcomes. Outputs in student learning,

(not credit hours,,eoould be evaluated. Responsibility for applying training

to student learning would rest with the indiiidual ihstractorIefforge)

Oompetency-based performance could be evaluated. Salary increments foit

amassing credits could be discontinued. Poor, do-nothing-inservice courses

which teachers sneer at could be eliminated. These kind of in-service programs

and workshops would mandate close collaboration between practitioners, the
sees and training institutions. For both pre-service and in- service training,

theapotential of the teacher could be ..12 important asset for imprving Learning.



The scope and complexity of teacher training necessitates a collaborative

effort between teacher-training institutions and the schools. National effort

of the Office of Education through the Education Development Center has been

focusing since 1969 on Teacher Training Complexes. The training center com-

plexwas first developed in Teachers for the Real World.(Smiths Q.) The

National Ad Hoc Committee under the direction of Saul B.'Cohen pursued various

implications of the training complex concept.(Cohen, Ad Hoc Report) Both

Dr: Don Davies, Associate Commissioner of Education and' the Ad Hoc Committee

have stressed the urgent need for teacher training reform. Dr. Bayles has

alsO stressed the
:

need for new organizational strategies and for the parti-

cipation of all groups. The Ad Hoc Committee envisioned the possibility-of

training caolexes coupled with the notion of education service districts to'

form a national network.

The training,complex is based on the need for a new training mechanism

Which can "draw- on the formal resources of both, the school and the university

And other professionals in practioe and the informal resources of the comm.

unite.(Schmeiders Task Force "172) Pilot training center projeats;ilhave been

implemented in approximately twenty locations throughout the 'aunty using

various cooperative-effort models. (Scamoider. Task Force 172) In- service

training is beginning to receive major emphasis in some of the models.

The "Holy Grails syndrome maybe beginiing allover again. Edefelt

in a paper, "The Reform of Education and Tiecherlducatio-iPwarns that renewal

centers(emphasising in-service training) muWinet become *mew; that reform

in'edueation and teacher education must acoompirofthe establishment of such

centers. -He meinta'ins that schools ami.teaching need' radical reform. The

preOnt effort is beginning to hound like another "top4downPetiOtiNgrwhieh

treats the symptoms rather thaivibe illness.44and pears ,good lip service toa

involving educators in their own professional developmenb.



Perhaps it is time for members of the education enterprise to conern therzelve3

More with netting up the collaborative mechanisms for participating in the

ng commtity.before any significant improvement in any lime of the oper-

ation can occur. First things have to come first.

Utilizing' community school volunteers,, pare- professional and teacher 'aids

also requires a collaborative training effort. They could lie extremely valuab: e

to :the fUnctIoning of a school and the,:teacher if they had some kind of indoc-

trination or sAll program. As it is now, library volunteers are working in

the school library because they like to read and like books. They don't like

to, or can't, type catalog cards. Science aids are there because,they like

biolog; they don't like to take inventory or mix solutions. Functions they-

woad work at should be delineated and specified.. Then teachers Imould know

-What they were supposed to do and that they cbuld do what then were there for-

Collaborative- training efforts could utilize and exploit a wide range.c,

4-thinse.n resources. An effective and competent educator mould increase the

:,vernal efficiency of the school and effect significant increlsns in the

.eUtput of the learner.

Teacher-training institutions would be functioning in and participating

in much more' of the education process. Their piirSonnel would be ...d.nvolired in

and understand the real school world. Their research, influence and expertise
.

would be more effectively Utilized. Theiy Wbuld haver.a much broader base of

operation in the whole teaching-learning probess in a 000perative effort....
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Role of educational research and development:

nespite the enormous increase in funds for research in education, the

research has not been oriented toward directions which will mean significant ,

and important gains in effectiveness."(Smith, Robt. p.233) So much available

research in:learning has not been incorporated into the education process.

Fducational research is voluminous, part-time, duplicating and non-cumug.

, lative. Researchers are often untrained, going through some study or exercise

for a thesis or have little contact with the school or the procees of /teaching

and learning. Because so much of it has been done out of context, it had little

value for the real school world. That which has value needs to b translated

into usable information. Research needs_ personnel who can tran4e thitr re-

sults into improved operations.

Educational "research must helkAiervelop an operationallp.sound'theory of

instruction for'teachers of pupils and potential teachers. They,must help

analyze the competencies necessary to promote learning. Research must explore

relations between student performance and other variables.(Gibson) They can

study variables Other than method which influence student success: the teacher,

the instructional activities and the characteristics of the lesrping situation.

(Mood) Research could analyse the way aurriculCiCpackages or modules are under-
:

stcnd, used and madified-----bf the learner and the teachir.

Research by itself cannot provide answer; to educational prriblems. They

must cooperate with, collaborate with and utilize theinmsuiresources of the

real school world, A total educat laboratory is essentid1;(Loughary)

Education researchinstitutio.s., teacher-train4ng institutions and schools

have Gomm needs. Linked, they can sustain, Complement and reinforce each otIler.

A wealth of basic and applied research could move through open channels between

the schools, training and-research institutions. Applied research with a aomp

,rehensive view of what really goes on in *pas could gain-perepectivetand:order

priorities for development efforts. A broad range of learning erperieatpeaquld

be validated. Research could, becote cumUlative.



Needs of education rsonnel for information dis emination &retrieval:

If local education personnel had a system for knowing and utilizing

the expertise in human relations; results of research; learning techniques

and new materials and products, they could make a difference in learning,

theirs and their pupils. Processes like disseminating and installing

innovations, planning change aril facilitating the flow of knowledge from

research to practice require extensive support mechanisms. Innovations and

ideas do not diffuse by themselves; nor do the best spread the fastest.

F. W. Blackwell in a Rand Corporation memo on educational systems de-

sign states that there must be information inputs and outputs with each facet

of the eddcational process, methods for collecting, permuting and dispersing.

a The system must be centralized for decreasing duplication of effort, but not

so centralized that it can't respond to administrators and teachers. He en-

visions a complex of curricula, standards, programs, materials, human resources,

research and innovative developments information system.

It is not surprising with the present haphazard dissemination and elision

process that it takes twenty -five -years fop innovations to permeate the ednot.

tion enterprise. An information system is essential fOreducation policy-

making and administration. An innovative edu tion information system 0st:feet

the qaality of decision -making which-determines the success or 4ilure of any

school.(aleyton,

The scope and complexity of knowledge, information and materials is too

great for one person to keep up with by himself. An educational. practitioner

needs help in getting the inforiition, analyzing" and evaluating it and deter-

ming how it might-be useful. Information can be a Powerful tool when you know

about Ph, 'understand it and use it.



Conclusion:

The Learning Center model objectives and roles delineated on the

following pages takes the splintered efforts of the state, research insti-

tutions, teacher- training institutions, the schools, education practitioners

and the community and builds them into a collaborative mechanism for educe-

tiOnal development. It involves the largest and potentiallymost-userdl.

human resources of the education enterprise...the education practitioner.

It links together people, expertise and resources with a conmanTmrpose---

educational development.

The Learning Center would be comprised of four interacting and overlapping

Components. The Service component would provide problem=eolvingrservice and

support to education-Pbrsonnel. Learning Center and comramity,resomrces which

could offer skills and knowledge for effecting solutions and chailgeb in echOol

practices would be utilized. Field agents would aid clients to retrieve,

translate and use knowledge, techniques and materials which could improve learn-

ing outcomes.

The-Resource'and Dissemination component would-provide schools, education

personal and the learning comhdatywith the means foroollecting, processing:

analyzing and`' evaluating knowledge, information, materials and educational

prodicts. It would serve primarily as a knowledge-linker and disseminator.

A resource and learning laboratory would be available for the practitioner and

the trainee to build and aiitpt learning materials and-programs far learners.

The Research and. Development component would design, imPlement, evaluate

and modify projects, materihlet stages and programs which could =have a fore-

seeable return to all phases of the teaching- learning process. They would

collaborate with the service and training units to develop problem-solving

cesearch- ehinating from the schoolt, the Service component and the Training

component viiich opu,ldimprort,..achaol practices and the teaching7learning

process. 0



The Training component would be responsible for competency -based training of
1

pre-service, in-service, paraprofessional-aid Learning Center personnel. Tha7

would contract with teacher-training institutions and the schools to provide

experiences and Learning Cepter programs for potential eduaation person-

nel. The training unit would collaborate with the service component and the

educational,piactitioner to institute performance-based-pro ams and workshop3

_which would develop skills or techniques and increase the/knowledge base of

new programs and materials. They would offer training/Programs to community.

/
members which would enable then to become teacher-al paraprofessional staff

members or school volunteers. The Training comp° ntnetwould also be respon-
sible for validating the competency and performance level of.the trainees.

Together these units of the Learning Center could provide the foundation

for a viable education system.
1

4
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'1H MODEL

The purpose of this paper is to develop a model of an or._;n

rueture which will link, support, build collaborative relatio ;-.nd

\
rcvide channels for the education enter arise state, rc3sLacr., tr-

.

7.ining,localsystems, the community and education personnel.

This structure would set up the mechanism for dorrelating

,_:rsbnnel training and certification, infdimation resourcend

support And service functions and applied research and development

cregrams. ThiS collaborative structure would be the vehicle for swntenat_:-;

,'1.:cational development and quality control. This local structure would be

60 foundation for educational planning, development, assessment and research

by\oducation pertonhel.

This structure would focus the vast education resources on the learner

through the people most -intimately concerned with his learning..

Effort' leadership and expertise woad complement and reinforce each
1

(tiler through the collaboration of the State-Department of Education, uni4

11-2rsities and college's, professional associations, the schools, the commit,

ity and educational personnel.-
AO"

The foundation of the Learning Center rests on the premise that education

Ls a service enterprise dedicated to effectively providing learning resources,

a learning environment and learning skills to learning clients.

THE LEARNING CERIR

LE22.42.

to improve the quality of learning for each individual by coordinating

the efforts of
)

and plInviding service to.,members of the learning community.

0.



THE LEARNING CENTER

objectf.ves

To Buad Collaborat ve Relationshies:

between all m bees and institutions involved in the education

from the State to th Learner.

to channel the joint efforts and resources of ;ft] members and instit'rn

to.effectivelyimprov the quality,nf learning.

;to correlate and ink these efforts and resources so they complement an4,

reinforce each other.

for the quality of the education enterprise and learning.

to involve the community in the education enterprise;

TO Frevid Leadership:
0

to accelerate educational development.

to guarantee all education personnel participation in and responsibility

to foster systematic, organized educational planning, development and

cnange.

to assist the schools in attaining an open climate for educational

development.

eness of the needs of the learner in'education personnel.,

to assign riorities to. expressed needs of the education process. -

To Plan an ge:

e of education resources and the resources of the Learning Center.

to direct the processes of-the Learning Center -to coinck with the

goals and policies of the Board of Directors.

to effect the objectives of the components of the Learning Center

and to ensure their complementing and reinforcing the purpose of the

sarni4g Geciciter.

to improve the operation of the Learning Center.
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To Develop:,

Alternatives and decision - making strategies for identifying needs,

solving problems and evaluating processes for the components of the Learning

Center.

expertise in the field of human relations And to direct these lkills to

motivate others.
O

methods for analyzing variables, factors and"characteristics involved

:.n processes and functions of the Learning Center which promote the objectives

of the Center and to 'relate thisknowledge to the State 'Department of Educe-

tion and other Learning Centers. ,

TO ilainin Feedback, Ikmitoring_andQualttyConts:

which will provide effective evaluative information to all participAting

institutions and boards.

which Will provide information and data for the adaptation and modification

of all objectives, processes and functions of the Learning Center, its collabo-

rating institutions and the State Department of Education to more closely fit
4

and meet the needs and standards of the Darning community.

to keep all collaborating institutions, personnel and the community

apprised of'the activities, functions and. effectiveness of the Learning Center.

Tc-BUdget:

to develop and implement cost-effectiveness studies for all components
,

. of the, Learning Center and, to provide evaluative data for increasing the

'effectiveness and efficiency of the Learning Center.

to prepare Ind'implement an operations budget for the Learning Center.

to assist the school:. in developing cost-effectiveness and operations-,

analysis Programs. a
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Premises and assumptions twon Loh the Learning Center builds:

1. Education, i.e., learning is a life-long process for all members of the

learning community. 4

2. -Eilna1 education for all is a right, not a privilege.

3. Education does count; schools and learning can make a difference in the

life of each individual.

4. Education is a growing service *enterprise.

5. The education enterprise must establish specific goalS-and'objectives

based on national r-.-d ;tate education policies.

6. The present education systems Concerned with the education enterprise and

their personnel are not functioning in the most effective and efficient

manner.

7. In fact, the lack of a system prohibits originating, disseminating and

validating educational development.

8. All institutions concerned mith the education enterpris, must collaborate

and cooperate to attain their common goals and objectives.

9. Education must be systematized and geared-for the rapid increase in know-

ledge and technology of the education- teaching- learning process.

10. The education systems can be coalesced into a comprehenCive, collaboratift

network of subsystems working on common needs if an resources and

talents are focused to coMplementandreinforoe each other.

11. Systems must be designed, developed,. implemented, evaluated and modified

in terms of specific goals and objectives.

12. }Tore competent and better-trained education personnel,with proper support

functions can raise the,internal efficiency of schools and affect their

output.
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13. Teachers are the most under- utilized pool of human resourdes engaged

in the education enterprise.

14. Externally imposed change cannot work. It is rationally and psychologi-

tally

Constraints impeding the development and implementation of a Learning Center

1, The soope and complexity of the education enterprise'and the education

ptocess itself presents a formidable structuring and organizing problem.

2. Overcoming the resistance, apathy and vested interests of the education

establishment could present a problem.

3. Constraints provided by other systems, institutions and agencies could

ippede development.(for credits; degrees, certification, accredidation,

personnel, time).

4. The Learning Center must be accessible, located within easy comi'uiication

distance from a numbix of schools.

5. Cooperative decision-making requires an elaborate committee structure

with well-delineated roles and responsibiltbies for all participants

and staff.

6. Delivery system strategies mast be designed and implemented between all

participants in the learning community before the learning Center could

function effectively.

7. The learning Center would raise the cost of education. Funding must

be continuous.



lbw would the Learning Center be governed?

It would be it up as a cooperative with a Board of Directors as the

chief policy-making body. The Board of Directors would be comprised of rep-

resentatives of the participating groups(universities, teacher-training insti-

tutions, schools, professional associations and teachers, community members

and parent groups). The State Department of Education would sign a corpor-

ation agreement with the Board of Directors establishing the purposes, roles,

and fUnctions of the Learning, Center.

The agreement would set up parameters for the Learning Center location,

operation, budgeting and finance, performance and evaluation. The State

Department of'Education and the Board of Directors would jointly evaluate the

effectiveness and efficiency of the Learning Cent3r. The Board of Directors

would adept. and modify the Learning Center objectives, processes and functions

to coincide with their joint recommendations.

The Board. of Directors would appoint the Learning Center Coordinator and

the Resource and Disseminationl Research and Development, Service and Training

Directors. They would be responsible for the election of the Advisory Council,

serving each of the components of the Learning Center. Each Advisory Council

woad be comprised of five members, two who represent the specialized functions

of the component and three.who broadly represent the learning community, to

be served.

The Learning Center Coordinatoryould be responsible for implementing,

sustaining and evaluating the policies, goals and standards of the Center to

coincide with and complement the objectives of the Center established by the

Board of Directors. He would correlate and coordinate all the component

processes. of the Learning Genter.4ith the cooperation of the Component

Directors. He would monitor feedback from the Directors concerning all

programs, processes and cost-effectiveness* With the Director of each



component, the Coordinator would mork to effect adaptations and indifications

of the component's role, functions or operations to more closely fit the needs

of the learning community.

Each component of the Learning Center would be under the direct sup-er-

-.

vision of a Director who would be responsible for-effecting the purpose and

objectives of his compoent to coincide with and complement the goals and

policies of the Center. The AdVisory'Council?iould aid him to evolve the

roles and functions of the component to best fit the needs of the learning

community. He would collaborate with the Learning Center Coordinator to effect

evaluated adaptations and modifications.

The Director would correlate and-coordinate the activities-and programs

of his component with the Directors of the other components. He would be

responsible for implementing, sustaining and evaluating all.operations under

his supervision,

Incaddition, the Director would be responsible for performance contracting

within his component for services rendered and received. He would set up a

cost/effective budget, feedback and monitoring, evaluation and modification

nechanisms for all phases of the,ceMponent functions and programs.



Who would be the clients of the Learning Center?

teachers and other. education personnel: needing knowledge and inforznatidn

requesting services to alleviate needs and solve problems, to inspect

curricula materials and products, to work at adapting materials and pro-

. ducts, to participate in in-service programs, workshops and seminars, to

participate in training programs, to collaborate with research projects

and studies, to attend Learning Centerboard meetings and professional

meetings, picking up classroom media and free materials.

schools and their administrative officers: with systems needs and problems,-

discuss and review policies, alternatives and tecfiniques for effecting

change, coordinating efforts, resources, programs, planning and develoP-

ing with-learning Center personnel, coordinating in-schocl training

efforts, needing knowledge, information and service, rarticipating in

administrative training programs, attending Learning Center conferences.

teacher-training institutions and universities: to participate in training4

`\ research and development and service activities, to use the facilities

and resources of the Learning Centers.to use theresourcei and facili-

ties of the learning community through the coordination efforts of

the Learning Center, using the dissemination mechanism of the Learning

trainees: to participate in pre-service, teacher-aid, leadership training,

differential certification progams, training Learning Center personnel.

prOfessional associations: needing information and resources, using facili-

) ties, participating in conferences, workshops, collaborating in Learning

Center efforts to maintain performande standards.

conmucity members: needing knowledge and information, resources, partici-

pating in training programs, participating in community-education pro-

graft and seminars.
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State Department of Education: in improving and maintaining the quality of

education, in effecting educational development, receiving evaluative

information and data on programs, schools, personnel, certification

references, upgrading and training personnel.

School Board: using the resources and facilitieslof the Learning Center,

needing knowledge and information.

education industry: as a receiver of information and direction, prlducts

materials to produce and publish, disseminating services, evaluation

services.

Jr



Haw would the Learning. Center be financed?

The Learning Center would cost more. But, it would provide more than

mediocrity and ineffectiveness.

Federal and state financing would have to be continuous. Education would

be a fiscal partnership between the federal, state and local governments.

COilabaratorscAlkeithe*teafher-trailting institutions and universities

would finance part of the operation. Professional associations would pay a

small fee per member.

The Learning Center would charge fees for training, all phases. Fees

would be charged for certification.

If new materials or products mere developed, manufacturers would pay

royalties or fees for outright sales.
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2.olos the Learning Center could fulfill and sustain as a mechanjsm for
2aCationalfievelopme

1. service agentproviding tools, techniques, information f-r decLoion-nakTs

ana problem solVers.

retrieval agent--locating tools, techniques, information to aid clients

in carrying on the teaching learning process, to aid clients In tho,

national development process.

3. resource linker -- between all 'clients and producers, publishers and eJuca-

tional product manufacturers,,between all members of the learning eomm-

unity.

4. conveyorof knowledge, information, materials, ideas, products from the

producer to the consumer.

linking agent-- providing feedback from ant between all members of the

learning community concerning the educati n process to aid them in deter-

mining their critical path, to open ch ls for the pooling and sharing

of ideas, information and experiences between all members of the learning

community.

6. fadilitatoraccelerating and easing flow of theory into practice, know-

ledge,- idea and problem exchange, of decision-making alternatives.

7. diagnostician--aiding the identification and delineation of problems and

alternatives, of constraints to the education process and education

development.

8. consultant and expert...to assist clients to identify constraints, problems,

resources and alternatives,"and to help them define a critical Path.

9. ,translator--of knowledge into underirbandable and usable language for all

clients.

13. defender,-.-of the need and the right to try and fail and to try again.



11. support agentencouraging activities aimed at education development)

self-developnent and systems development.

12. problem-solverproviding solutions as an expert when necessary.

13. renewal agent.-providing the mechanism, the support functions and the

training for education and education personnel development.

14. knowledge builder -- through applied research, product development, curric-

ulum engineering, clinical research and for clients.

15. process analyst--to study the movement of theory into practice, to products,

to education development to improvement in learning.

16. stabilizerinstitutibnalizing education development, utilization of
,

j

technology and new ledge and self-development.

17. disseminator and diffu or--spreading knowledge, information, ideas, solutions

and products-and nater als to clients.

18. leaderproviding the 2mpetus for educational development, change, inprove-
,

ment, developing prior ties for educational development.

19. catalyst- providing the motivation and setting up the environment for

seeking improvalent, building awareness that problems can be solved, things

can be done. to spawn creativity in-se educational development.

2 change age/Itencouraging evaluated change, systematic educational devel.

cpment, maintaining a self - sustaining change and reform mechanism.

21. collaborator -- building cooperative relationships for the educational

partnership, collaborating wits all clients to bring about educational

development.

22. planner and designer--developing alternaftcos for clients, for their

systems, for the Learning Center, for the education partnership.

23. organizer--of programs, workshopi, cooperative efforts,,Of educational

development.



I
24. innovator -- developing newfprograms, techniques, processes, products,

curricula, and materials (feasible foi educational developMent.

25.' researcher- -for analyzin4, testing, piloting, and developing programs,

techniques, processes, pfoducts, curricula, and materials; foranalyzing

the teaching-learning prcess and its oomcomitant facets-.(necessary

environment,,resources, iompetency, skills, outputs).

26. evaluator --of the Le Center prodesses and functions, of schools,

of educational developmeilt and priorities, of needs, products, knowledge,

materials, of self-develiment and training efforts:

27* regUlatory agentnf coif° nce to policy and performance standards for

the State, for the Le Center, for the training clients, for quality

nontrol.

28. cettifiCation agent- -for the State and the training client, ascertaining

levels of Performance and co etency.

29, -trainerdeveloping skills aid techniques, competencies for education

personnel, Learning Center personnel, potential education personnel.

30. liaison agent--between compo4nts of the Learning Center, between all,

mothers of the learning_co ity, between the schools and the State,,

bet:reet Jchools, between educftion personnel,



RolesofrticitginstitutionsandsystemsintheLearningCenter
The State Department of Education:

would provide leadership and personnel for the development and implementa-tion of the Learning Centers.'
/'

4

wouid establish criteria for site selection, building, development and-
implementation.

`would contract with the participating, institutions and systems concerningtheir role in the Learning Center.and with publishers acrd producers.

set up and implement delivery
strategies for all components of the LearningCenter.

would assist the learning community to assess needs, develop programs, setpriorities, set up monitoring, feedback and evaluation mechanisms: .

supervise .the development of all goveraanceraachinery of the Learning Center.

provide continuing financial supPort:

audit all accounts and establish fees.

provide an annual evaluation report on the effecti;reness of each Learning' Center.

set minimal standards and quality control for all functions of the LearningCenter.

/.erg SPICIF1600WIIVSADAWANDKUS:F9R EDUCATION

participate in governing, leading, staffing of the Learning Center.

collaborating and participating in the. development and implementation of theLearning Center.

collaborating and participating in all processes and functions of the Learning_,-Center

prOVida technical and theoretical expertise in all processes and functions ofthe Learning Centii.
.

, ., _ s.\,_
.

. __. .. . k .contract with -the Learning.Center for services rendered and received f.er,training personnel, trainees and interns-,' and.fer all othex-services4ontvacted.

relate unviersity.rbased research and dOVelopment efforts to the applied researchand development efforts of the Learm4ngiCenter.
.

.
A

provide leadership in identifying riglmerneleds, evolving technoloorgand
new-knowledile important to the.edpvca ion-enterprise..

user of the resources and facilities of the Learning. Center for training,
research 'and development, for ,dissemination, for information and,fer serving
educational developnent. %.



The scileols:

participate in goveining.and leading the Learning Center.`

collaborating and participating in the development and iiiplementation of the
Learning Center.

collaborating and participating in all processes and functions of the Learning
of the Learning-Center.

provide facilities and cooperation for innschool training of all trainees from
the Learning Center.

O
cooperate with and assist research and development efforts of the earring
Center, with the service efforts and the dissemination efforts of the Learning
Center.
,

facilitate the use of the Learning Center by education personnel who have a
need, who are participants, leaders, or representatives.

to refer education personnel who could benefit or need help to the Learning
Center.

contract with the Learning Center for services rendered and received for/by
the sydtem.

use the resources of the Learning Center and exploit its servia to effect
quality education for each pupil.

Professional associations and unions:. (as teacher representatives

to participate in governing leading the learning Center.

coliabOrating and participating in the development and implementation of the
Learning Center.

.

collaborating and participating in all processes and functions of the Learning
Center.

collaborate with the Learning Center to develop standards for competency,
perforiance and oerbitioation.

to refer'sducational personnel wOo might benefit of need help to the Learning
Center.

use the' services and facilities of the Learning Center

serve as a.liaisonbetween the Learning Center and specific education
personne4

serve as a..epokethsan and liaison agent' fob -education personnel groiips.
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SERVICE CENTER

purpose

to provide problem-solving service and support for teachers, schools, the

community and learning Center components utilizing Service personnel, Leer.,'.,

Center resources and community resources which can offer skills for effect

solutions and chanles ir., learning resources, environment or skills in the

school, its personnel or its students.

objectives

to aid education personnel in articulating their needs and problems,

in identifying_ and searching for resources relevant to the problem and in

analyzing potentially feasible alternative solutions to the problem.

to aid clients in retrieving, transfaing and using knowledge, techniques,

(terials, products and skills which will improve learning outcomes.

to. design and iaplement with the collaboration of the Training Component

personnel, education,. personnel and schools in-service programs, workshops and

seminars designed to effect changqs in using knowledgestechniquss, or skills.

to design and implement with the collaboration of the Resource and

Dissemination and Research and Development Components programs, workships

and seminars for apprising education personnel' of innovations,' new knoWleefge

products and materials valuable to the schools and education personnel.

to design and implement programs apprising, involving or tasting the

community to the schools and the Learning Center.

to provide a resource team as a consulting and diagnosing service to

edueation personnel and schools utilizing trained personnel from all components

of the Learning Center with resources and skills necessary to offer the client

decision- making alternatives.

to provide the services of a learning agent in the field who wcmtld

respond to requests for informatioujervices.and aid who would provide the

aid or channel the request to the appropriate Learning Center component.
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to identify needs, constraints or deficiencies in the teac4ing-learning

process or system Which could help direct the activities of the Resource and

Dissemination, Training or Research and Development components of the Learning-

Center.

to facilitate in cooperation with the Research and Development component

the implementation of evaluated change,Annevation, product evaluation or

pilot programs by maintaining-a two-way communication and consultation, link

between the implementing and developing personnel.

to serve as a catalytic agent by stimulating articulation of needs, prob-

Jens, ideas, suggestions =or adaptation and modificatioh and requests for know-

ledge and information.

to provide facilities and programs for professional associations and

community education association meetings and conferences.

to develop and implement a continous feedback and monitoring system to

provide effective information for evaluation and modification of all activities

of ',he Service Center.

to assist the Training Center in training all education personnel
;

involved in the training programs with specialized knowledge and skills

relating to the Service Center.

2 *



TRAINING CEN TER

purpose

to train educational personnel by enabling them to develop skills

necessary to competently fUnction in the many phases of the learning process.

objectives

to coordinate teacher education resources of the schools, community anti"

the participating degree-granting institutions with the training center to

provide an effective skill-building program for each trainee.

to assess the practical needs of trainees with their participation and

toidentify the necessary teaching skills and evolving specialized roles

which best fit their aptitudes.

to design,and_implement with the collaboration of the research and

development component and the_dpgree.grantinginstitutions competen9y-

based training programs spanning'four years for education trainees.-

-to provide these designated varied, multi- skill experiences for

education trainees which integrate theory with practice and develop

competency-based skills and to evaluate with"the candidate when the necessary

.
performance, level is reached so he can move to the next experience level.

to design and implement with the State Department of Education and the

cooperation of the schools a teacher-aid training program for non-degree

candidates,

to screen, admit and evaluate these non-degree candidates for certifica-

tion,by the State Department of Education. -

to design _and' implement with the)zollaboration of all Learning Center

Components, degree-granting institutions and the State Department of Education

an intern program for practicing graduated teachers spanning the first three

years of work in the schools during which time they shall be termed "interns".

to evaluate in collaboratibn with the school and the intern his competency



level and to recommend the candidate for certification as teacher.
0

to design and implement in collaboration with the degree-granting

institutions leadership programs for supervisor; teachers in the schools

who would help direct and evaluate learning experiences disignated by

the training center for all trainees.

to evaluate and recommend these supervisory teachers for certification

by the State Department of Education as Supervising Teachers.

to deSign and implement in collaboration with the degree-granting

institutions and all components of the'Learning Center leadership personnel
!

curricula and programs to train potential Learning Center personnel.

-1xy collaborate with the service component of the Learning Center to

design and develop in-service programs fitting the needs of education

personnel and to provide skilled personnel necessary for implementing these

programs.from the education resource pool.

to collaborate with the service component of the Learning Center to
;

present workshops, seminars and conferences conerning the utilization of

new knowledge, skills, programs or materials.

to collaborate with the resource and dissemination component of the

Learning Center to'disseminate new knowledge, skill, programs and materials.

to conaborate with the'research and development component of the

Learning Center to analyze competencies necessary to function effectively

in'all-phasei, of the teaching-learning process.

to cooperate with the State Department of Education to determine

and institute minimum standards for competency-based, differentiated

certification for teacher-aids, interns, teachers and supervisory teachers

and other education personnel.

to develop and implement a continuous feedback and monitoring system to

rrovide effective information for evaluation and modification of all activities

of the training center.



RESOURCE AND DISSERINATI011 CEINER

purpose

to-provide education personnel and the learning community with 'e Meano,

for collecting, processing, analyzing and evaluating knowledge, information,

materials and products.

objectives

to maintain a comprehensive education information and media center

to maintain an Information retrieval capability to process client requests

for information.

to maintain a comprehensive curricula, products and materials laboratory

where education personnel may inspect, adapt or modify educational products

to meet the specific needs of their pupils.

-ho identify, collate and index community resources, people and experts

whe/which would be available to provide service, aid, information or program's

to education personnel and the schools.

to survey, collate, analyze and evaluate with the collabOration of the

Learning Center componentsnew knowledge, materials and products which could

be valuable to the educa4on process and serve local needs.

to periodically disseminate the survey and analysis as a clearinghouse

newsletter to all schools, education personnel and subscribing community

members.

to maintain a collating and disseminating mechanism of information

regarding other school systems' programs, innovations, changes and solutions

-rich could benefit other systems and their personnel.

to disseminate through the learning laboratory free materials and products

rJvided by the education industry.

to maintain a liaison with the edu6stIn industry to be apprised,of. and

:z,cuive new information, curricula, products and materials.



to collaborate with all Learning Center components to design and

implement programs, workshops, seminars and conferences for knowledge dis-

semination and utiliz-,..tion.

to cooperate with all Learning Center components to meet their needs

for knowledge, information and data.

to assist the Training Center in training all education personnel-

involved in the training programs with specialized knowledge dissemination

and' utilization skills.

to develop and implement a continuous feedback and monitoring system to

provide effective information for evaluation and modification of all activities

of the Resource and Dissemination Center.



ITESEARCH A J DEV1210111ENT CEI-Tf&ri

EMER1

to design, implement and evaluate research and developmentAidies,

projects, materials and programs which could have a foreseeable return to

all phases of the teaching-learning process.

objectives

to design, implement and evaluate applied research evolving from and

related to basic research to improve the teaching-learning process and-edu-

cation systems.

to provide astronglink between the practitioner and the research by

facilitating the flow of knowledge from theory to practice through collabor-

ation with other learning Center components.

to ,rovide a strong link between needs of the practitioner and basic

research to build the knowledge base of the education enterprise.

to systematically'review and analyze research effortaito complement

these efforts and to report their results to endeavor to make both basic

and applied research cumulative.

to periodically make these reviews available to the Resource and

Dissemination component in language understandable to the practitioner

so the information can be disseminated to the schools, education personnel

and community.

to provide systematic observations and case studies concerning the

learning environment, learning resources, teaching-learning skills to

which basic research may be instigated.

to invent, refine and distribute better tools, technology, models

and rules for carrying on the teaching-learning process.

to design, implement-and evaluate pilot Projects,programs, curriculum

nodules, techniques and models which Mild improvethe teaohiiig-learning process.



to design, implement and evaluate in collaboration with the TraLf.r.-

Center research to analyze the competencies necessary to function offect;:yr:"7

in the education process.

to collaborate with the Service and Resource and Dissemination co-rT.arlei-,i,-;

to disseminate and utilize techniques, innovations and ideas which could

benefit the teaching-learning process.

to collaborate with the problem-solving efforts of all Learning Center

components to design, implement and evaluate research directly bearing on

local education problems.

to assist local education personnel and schools to adapt materials,

models and techniques to their students' needs ensuring utilization of

sound theory.

to assist the Training Center in training all education personnel involved

in the training programs withthe specialized knowledge and skills of the

Research and Development component.

to develop and implement a continuous feedback and monitoring system to

provide effective information for evaluation and modification of all.actavities

of the Research and Development Center.
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